Little Flower School Student Leadership

The Flower Buzz
April 2017

Spirit Week
May 1st - 5th

Monday - Mix and Match
Tuesday - Favorite Team
Wednesday - Black & White

Thursday - Crazy Sock

Friday - Favorite Character or Superhero
Show Your School Spirit!!
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The Qu@ck Feed


Written by Antonio T

Welcome to the Qu@ck feed where we feed your daily dose of modern
items, factualism and other weird mess as well
To begin this weird page we have 10 curious facts about items you use
and may not know.
1) Every little girl loves a Barbie doll at some point in their childhood
and some little boys used to love torturing their little sisters by
melting the doll’s face! But what if I told you Barbie has a full name?
Her name actually is Barbara Millicent Roberts. Crazy! (No word on her
lover Ken though

)

2) Ever had a croissant? You know those pastries that are from France
and what not… What if I told you that was a lie all along? Yes even
though the name croissant is French the pastry actually comes from
Vienna, Austria.
3) Don’t you hate tying a tie? Even more when you have to be
somewhere in an hour or even shorter? What if I told you there are
177,147 ways to tie a tie in so many different styles that but I doubt
they’re all attractive. I do wonder who funded the research in Sweden
to find this out.
4) As the working class we all have that point where we have to sign
our check in order to get paid. But what if I told you that “line” you
have to sign on, Isn’t a line at all? Yes, I’m saying that that line is
actually the words “Signature Only” repeated over and over in super
fine print. Bet you’ll never look at your check the same.
5) Everybody loves a good chocolate milk mix or even a classic Yoo-hoo.
But what if I told you that lovely divine drink was actually sold as a
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medicine? Yes an Irish physician invented the mix and sold it in the U.K
for medicinal purposes. Neato!
6) Butter, the most used ingredient in most things American. Except
for a thing called buttermilk. Yes buttermilk is actually the liquid left
over after butter is churned. Yeah not unhealthy at all… *checks milk
carton*
7) You know when you go on a date and your breath isn’t quite the best
and your best friends for those moments are Tic-Tacs? “But wait,
they’re sugar free though bruh” you say? Actually they are 98% sugar.
For something to be sugar free, the item has to have less than 0.5
grams of sugar… *Psst* a tic-tac is 0.49 grams
8) Bees, bees, bees! As the famous meme goes with Oprah Winfrey
goes. (Bet you’ll look it up later or right now.) It is known that there
are 20,000 species of bees but only 7 of which are known as honey
bees. Yowch! What kind of bee just stung me? *Shrugs shoulders*
9) America’s favorite cookie happens to be the Oreo. But what if I
told you that there was Oreos before the Oreo? Yes there was a brand
called “Hydrox” which came to be in 1908 and had a 100-year
anniversary in 2008. People criticize Hydrox for being a rip off of
Oreo but you have to admit, Hydrox is a turn off name for a snack isn’t
it?
10) Matches. Both a destructive and a helping tool. Same as lighters,
but what if I told you that Lighters came before matches? Yes a
German chemist named Johann Wolfgang Dobereiner in 1823 created
the first lighter. Matches were invented about 3 years later by a man
name John Walker in England. Backwards or nah?
That’s All I have today everyone! Let me know personally if you have
any suggestions for next months The Qu@ck Feed!! Sayonara
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End of Year Trip
Get ready and pack! Those with great behavior points are going
overnight on May 17 -18 to Rocking Horse Ranch

Activities include horseback riding, indoor water park, indoor game
room and entertainment. Hope everyone has a blast!

Congratulations to all our Honor Roll Recipients and GIANT Award
Nominees!
Excellent Job!
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